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FOREWORD
Media, education and democracy are inseparably connected, as an educated citizenship is
fundamental to the proper working of democracy (European Review, Vol. 9, No. 2, 159–168 (2001). The
above mentioned principle worked as the stimulating element for the Grundtvig learning Partnership
constructed under the title: Film education for the promotion of active citizenship “and acronym “View
n Act’.
The partners coming from GR- ES- DE-LV-IT developed a common project in order to ‘investigate
through concrete activities, the power of the moving image in articulating attitudes and shaping cultures
towards social issues as migrants and migration, gender, equality and social justice.
The basic question is under which preconditions and learning prerequisites, the film could
contribute in foreseen learning outcomes, named critical reflection, active engagement in a democratic
world, information gathering and exchanging views in dialogue, and on the other hand which are the
training needs of the educators in order they become effective and confident in introducing film as
pedagogical / andragogical tool. Finalising the partnership [will] proceed in framing such experience with
recommendations emerged on the process.
Educators and trainers along with citizens (according to the organisations profile) will be
motivated to participate actively in Thematic seminars, film workshops and transnational meetings in
order to advance their emotional, aesthetic and educational abilities through image viewing. A website
[is going to be] developed as resource tank for film education. Experts will be invited and intercultural
activities will enrich the sense of belonging in a diverse Europe (proposal abstract).
According to the contractual promises, the partners involved actively in transnational meetings
where the Film viewing was the core part of the seminars employed to serve basically the belief that life
long learning is a must to develop new skills for our needs in the globalizing life platform as parts of
information society (TEAM project, p3).
Learning Partnership ‘View n Act‘ is an activity of Grundtvig, a decentralized – national agency
responsibility of – initiative shared between adult education providers from different countries sharing a
common activity plan and diverse approaches on table. In the aforementioned project, within the
Grundtvig – LP framework, five countries participated for 2 years, aims everyone to have access to
education regardless of their age and work in the direction of promoting the film viewing as collective
praxis.
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As CYCLISIS, we wished to have a positive contribution to the changing process of adult
education with the ’View n Act’ project partners, through developing [a] sustainable discussion and
productive suggestions on methodologies and good practices on applying film education for critical
thinkers walking the road of active citizenship.
‘View n Act’ project has only satisfied the minimum reflections and shared expectations on
constructing groups of discussion around Moving image and its implications to aesthetic, cognitive and
emotional experience of the participants but also has gone beyond in objectives with a team work in
action . I would like to thank all the participants from all the institutions involved for their enthusiasm in
dealing with the project challenges and team working possibilities.

CYCLISIS would like to thank personally all the persons involved actively on behalf of their
organizations as organisers and coordinators in their own context. Also because they shared their own
know how on implementing intercultural learning activities through Transnational projects in Adult
education.

Many thanks to Georg May, because of transferring his vast of valuable experience on practical
issues and not only concerning MOVIE PRODUCTION and Intercultural Communication, Adela Sediva,
head of Eurofortis for coordinating in perfect way the activities in Latvia and also took care of the
product lay out, Angela Martinez, project manager responsible for all activities took part in Palermo and
introducing in the best way Creative Thinking method in the topic, and Julio Jimenez, by organizing the
film seminar in Granada, spreading information to the broader adult education community in his area
and Christos Giannakopoulos from the part of DAFNI KEK fruitful interaction and exchange. Last but not
least, all the active groups of staff and volunteers, learners and educators supported equally our
common effort.

Vasiliki Tsekoura
Project coordinator
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INTRODUCTION
Our daily reality and life approach is partly connected with mass media demonstrated capacity
to educate, especially beyond the parameters of formal education (European Review, Vol. 9, No. 2, 159–
168 (2001). The nature of such education is both civic and social, deliberate and unintentional. However
Critical emergence is prominent to ‘separate education’ from persuasion, information from propaganda
(European Review, Vol. 9, No. 2, 159–168) (2001). For that reason the media need to educate the
citizenship (ibid: 160)’ because without this education, democracy is threatened.
In the light of Life Long Learning is recommended that ‘The growing use of internet and ICTbased tools opens up new learning opportunities for adults‘. In particular, it can help support the
informal learning which is so important to them. …However, 2/3rds of participants see adult learning as
the chance to meet people with similar interests. Home-based e-learning does not meet this social
motive. http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-programme/doc/sec2629.pdf
Social motivation and its entire expression on active citizenship is served through learning
practices surrounds Film Viewing as part of Film Education. However based on the findings, the
questions which cycle the problematic on film education for active citizenship should refer on what
Peter Singer – OFI/Budapest1 summarizes‘ to what extent one becomes ‘zoon politicon’? He also
specifies on:
How films, animated or moving pictures can be used for raising social interest,
encouraging activity in citizenship issues?
How the interest of young people can be directed towards more diverse thinking and
taking active citizenship roles?
What direct aims can be set and how can these aims be achieved through watching a
film and completing tasks connected to it?
Is it possible to measure the change in the thinking of the viewers e involved and if yes,
how?
Can we succeed in developing basic social competencies, like debating skills, respecting
and accepting others’ views, formulating and articulating diverse opinions, sensitivity to
social problems, managing public, political and moral issues, dilemmas, recognizing the
distorting effects of mass media, understanding the system of connections and conflicts

1

Mentioned persons and field practitioners statements are incorporated
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between individuals and various communities, the role of individual responsibility at
various levels of social life, asserting self interests?
What about the role of the educator/ mediator as the facilitator of the process to gain
active reflection on the topic of reference?

Gaining advantage of the problematic as mentioned above, the ‘View n Act‘ proceed in
articulating learning activities, where it was possible:
groups of interest, compatible to each of the organisations profile to be developed and
organise film seminars and critical discussions afterwards (in a diverse of approaches)
upon topics as: Migrants, labour market, entrepreneurship and employment issues,
social justice and equity, gender, poverty and social inequalities material (a list of tools web sites, filmographies, projects) was collected, diffused and stimulated discussions in
order to facilitate the participants knowledge and broader sense about what Film
education is about in general and what is the connection of the method with
Citizenship;
transnational seminars organised where was possible to discuss on methodological
issues support working techniques in order to address the learning process in efficient
way;
thematic pivots common agreed so to have a sense on how viewers react according to
their cultural background, life world and interests after the experience of the FILMS
applied through the partnership as a whole;
deliberate process through ‘creating a film beyond the film’. In such a way, role taking
by the participants become the vehicle of intercultural awareness and empathy. An
experiment that motivated to reflect critically on cultures and Other nests, together
with the necessity to learn reacting as team, synthesizing the differences , respecting
the alternatives life scenarios;
developing tools of framing [our] activities in terms of:
a) principles on framing the application – ‘ organise a film seminar’: process issues
b) needs and expectations: What needs (dilemmas, deficits, etc) adult educators
confront on practicing film viewing as part of their ‘didactics’.
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Our aim was to collect the practices, to justify possible diversity in application, to collect
feedback from educators involved about the applicability of the method, to discuss critically on the topic
upon small scale empirical research in the partners context.

The project ‘View n Act‘ provokes emphasis on education in its widest sense as crucial to our
understanding of the relationship between the media, education and democracy.
According to what R., Chardhowells details,
‘For most of us, our formal education is finished at the age of 18, some continue at school for
two more years, fewer still continue to complete a degree, usually by the age of 22. The result is that
whenever we complete our formal education, we spend the majority of our lives being educated by the
media…… In this way, the media will not be allowed to become an instrument of the state, but instead a
public forum for the interchange of both information and ideas in pursuit of the *active+ society…When
we study the media message, we need to seek not only that which is intentionally being said, but also
that which forms the underlying cultural values and assumptions. This is often much more articulate and
revealing than the superficial content. It brings us, if we are sufficiently diligent and perceptive, to an
understanding of the differences between the natural and the cultural in society. In our mass media we
can thus see ourselves writ large; we can look at ourselves and reflect upon change.’
European Review, Vol. 9, No. 2, 159–168 (2001)
While the project is implemented, it is important to clarify the following:
1. Our intention was not exactly to frame the topic in academic way but offering
challenges on the question practically. Besides our recourses were limited and
the time frame short. However, the ‘View n Act‘ team worked as ground for
further investigation concerning the plurality of challenges ones confront by
applying film as pedagogical tool.
2. Following, practices that employed through the project lifespan could offer an
indication how films should become effective vehicle for critical thinking
through adult education initiatives.
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European dimension
The project itself consists the process and collective work of 5 countries (GR – IT – ES- GER – LV).
The European Added value of the project actions was to drawn on practicing effectively in
adaptation of Film Education by collecting, developing and measure practices that overlap the gap
between theory and practice.
The common point of the shared objectives that are summarised under the case studies and
general conclusions is the fact that they are necessarily based on practice - term approach and implies a
broader vision of the cinema production as tool for adult education, linking local, European and global
scales.
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1. TRANSNATIONAL PRACTICES
The adult education community could take a sense on how the partnership proceeds in
practicing and reflecting on the topic through the contractual period. For that reason, one interests to
share the experience already articulated within, information follows:

1.1.

TRANSNATIONAL MEETINGS: ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS

General Approach
The communicative approach consisted the pivot around which the group meetings held in local
or transnational level in accordance with the intercultural orientation. The seminars organised in a
cross thematic approach in order to motivate discussion through fun and mental processes.
Consequently the emphasis was given to the participants’ self identification in parallel with the sense of
belonging, the European dimension, the equal and active participation. The whole program was
developed in action – research approach, meaning the process of reflecting on the practices employed
critically.
Specifically (Table 1):
The partners discussed the methodology of working in the topic through the:
framing of the process by referring to theoretical and methodological principles (validity
claims, motives, critical reflection and transformative learning , etc);
viewing of common agreed films, sot to discuss impressions and approaches in the
working settings of each partner;
organising film seminars according to the target group and developing the approach not
common to each, in the language of the participants;
spread the Tool on Attitudes in order to have a sense of the educators needs in applying
Film as pedagogical tool;
practicing in film producing through seminars.
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Table 1: Transnational meetings: Activities and results
November
2008

March 2009
August
2009

Kick off meeting :
Conceptual framework . Modes of working through
project lifecycle. Seminar and Film viewing.

GR – Patras

Case study on CECE approach. Film discussions.

ES- Granada

The approach ‘film beyond the film”. Viewing,
discussing, producing.
Research on Educators Attitudes A phase.

DE- Hannover

February
2010

Film viewing. Discussion according to Bono Huts
creative approach.

July 2010

Overview.
Film viewing and critical discussions. Product format.
Evaluation.

1.2.

IT- Palermo

LV- Riga

FILMS SELECTED TO BE APPLIED IN COMMON BY PARTNERS

1st year: 2008-2009
1. IT’S A FREE WORLD
The film focuses on Angie (Kierston Wareing), a ‘working class’ woman who, after being fired by
the [employment agency] that she works for, decides to set up a recruitment agency of her own,
running it from her kitchen with her friend Rose (Juliet Ellis). Taking advantage of the desperation of
immigrants, Angie is able to build a successful business extremely quickly.
Despite Rose's misgivings, Angie becomes increasingly eager to build the business, regardless of
the potential legal risks of obtaining forged British passport for illegal immigrants and working without a
licence for the first few months of the business.
But fundamentally the film is much more about the ethical issues of this business and illustrates
on a personal level the way in which capitalism alienates working people and pits them against one
another in a struggle for survival.

Director: Ken Loach
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0807054/
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2nd year: 2009-2010
2. ‘ ITS JUST A KISS’
Casim Khan (Yaqub) is a Glasgow DJ of Pakistani origin. His devout Muslim parents, Tariq and
Sadia, have arranged for him to get married with his first cousin, Jasmine, and Casim is more or less
happy with the arrangement. Casim then meets and falls in love with Roisin (Birthistle), an Irish teacher
working in his sister's Catholic school. They then have to decide whether their love is strong enough to
endure the repercussions of their actions and without the support of their respective communities.
At the same time, Casim's younger sister, Tahara, struggles to find herself when she cannot gain
the [[respect]] of either her Scottish schoolmates or her Pakistani relatives. Rukhsana, Casim's older
sister, loses her fiancé because Casim's new relationship brings **dishonour++ to the family. Roisin loses
her job because the Catholic school's direction does not accept her relation with a Muslim man as a
married though separated.
3.

“LA HAINE”

Following with the issue of integration and migration, CESIE proposed to watch “La Haine”, a
French black-and-white film written, co-edited, and directed by Mathieu Kassovitz, released in 1995. It is
commonly released under its French title in the English-speaking world, although its American VHS
release was entitled “Hate”. It is about three teenage friends and their struggle to live in the banlieues
of Paris. The title derives from a line spoken by one of them, Hubert: "La haine attire la haine!", "hatred
breeds hatred." [Extracted from Wikipedia].
The importance of this film stands on the capacity of Kassovitz to make a picture of a situation in
a specific moment and place in France where second and third generation migrants and other citizens
from disadvantaged areas were challenged by integration problems and economic and social difficulties.
After 15 years this film still reflects many of the situations lived by autochthones and migrants in
European cities and the stereotypes and prejudices that avoid a complete integration of all the citizens.
After viewing the film, participants discussed about their impressions, which could be the
solution to the conflicts showed by the film and which is the situation nowadays in each partner’s
country. Film was very shocking for all the participants, but at the same moment important to think
about the power of the images and the capacity of some films to focus a social issue that remains across
time.
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Finally, this film could be also be framed on the 2010 EU Year for Combating Poverty and Social
Exclusion (http://www.2010againstpoverty.eu/?langid=en), as it fosters debates and reflections on
social integration and problems faced by people living in disadvantaged areas.
4. “A WAY OF LIFE”
For the last seminar in Riga was chosen film “A way of life” directed by former child actor Amma
Asante. The film is a fictional drama which tells the tale of Leigh-Anne Williams, a teenage mother living
in a dilapidated Cardiff council flat. The topic connects the hard social situation of domestic people and
confrontation with migrant reality.
Despite being less than 20 years old, Leigh-Anne has made quite a few significant enemies in her
local area. She is involved in constant confrontations with her Turkish Muslim neighbour Hassan Osman,
and is so desperate to support her baby that she will commit the most shocking acts. One notable act is
when she tricks a man out of £30 by pretending to be a pimp. She then gets a younger girl (under the
age of consent) to have sex with the man, who is much older.
Three of the few people who have good relationships with Leigh-Anne are her brother Gavin,
and Gavin's friends Robbie and Stephen. But they are actively involved in crime and anti-social
behaviour, and Leigh-Anne is a willing participant in many of their crimes. She receives regular visits
from a social worker, and fears that Rebecca will be taken away from her. Leigh-Anne then sees her
social worker talking with Hassan Osman, and believes that Hassan is trying to get Rebecca taken into
care.
Leigh-Anne, Gavin, Robbie and Stephen are at a library one day when they come across Hassan
Osman and his daughter Julie, who is an ex-girlfriend of Gavin's - their relationship was effectively ended
by Hassan's disapproval. An argument starts as they leave the centre and it turns into a full scale street
fight in which the three boys attack Hassan while Leigh-Anne looks on.
The story ends when Leigh-Anne returns home and gets a visit from the police, who want to
question her in connection with an attack on Hassan Osman - he had died as a result of the beating.
Leigh-Anne is crying uncontrollably in police custody after her daughter has been handed over to Social
Services, and her own social worker has informed her that nobody ever wanted to remove her daughter
from her, and that the reason she spoke to Hassan Osman was about his own daughter's issues.
Meanwhile, Julie reveals to the police that she is pregnant with Gavin's baby.
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1.3.

TOOLS

Two different ‘tools‘ were developed by the participants. For this reason two Questionnaires
constructed (see annexes) with the basic questioning: What are the representations, the deficits or the
dynamics of using film in the educational process? What educators think about it especially cooperating
with adults? Are there special requirements, or preparatory stages in applying film as pedagogical
instrument?
The aim was twofold:
1. Firstly, there was a concrete need to be satisfied. The ‘framing the film seminar’
in the light of the three dimensions which should be generated in cognitive,
emotional, aesthetic results, practically.
2. Questions like ‘What kind of information-visible or invisible, what procedures
and techniques of feedback, how to proceed in participatory results and how to
transform the action into praxis‘, meaning: ‘not simply action based on
reflection. It is action which embodies certain qualities. These include a
commitment to human well being and the search for truth, and respect for
others. It is the action of people who are free, who are able to act for
themselves. Moreover, praxis is always risky. It requires that a person 'makes a
wise and prudent practical judgement about how to act in this situation'
(Carr and Kemmis 1986: 190)
Praxis, however, is creative: it is other-seeking and dialogic.
3. To become practical , meaning
“In praxis there can be no prior knowledge of the right means by which we realize the
end in a particular situation. For the end it self is only specified in deliberating about the
means appropriate to a particular situation (Bernstein 1983: 147). As we think about
what we want to achieve, we alter the way we might achieve that. As we think about the
way we might go about something, we change what we might aim at. There is a
continual interplay between ends and means. In just the same way there is a continual
interplay between thought and action. This process involves interpretation,
understanding and application in 'one unified process' (Gadamer 1979: 275). It is
something we engage in as human beings and it is directed at other human beings”
http://www.infed.org/biblio/b-praxis.htm .
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Final products
Edition on the whole activities/ tools of the partnership (Product) in EN language.
Two short films produced by the participants (praxis) (Web / DVD format)
Web – information through www.cyclisis.gr/filmeducation
Road map on film viewing
Questionnaire to educators (attitudes)

2. CASE STUDIES
2.1. GREECE: FILM WORKSHOPS
Organisation: CYCLISIS
Film workshops (FW) are meetings of interaction, often around points of diversity, culture and
prejudices. The inherent intention of the workshops is balanced by active listening techniques and
respect of various life styles. As a result, productive possibilities may emerge, through artistic outputs
rather than criticism.
Through FW a various of stakeholders /end users / adult learners are developing an outline of
the issue of interculturality, migration , social justice and responsibility and the relevant terminology in
order to confront through informal activities the challenges of being and thinking in intercultural way
(open and respectful approach of interaction). Terms as stereotypes, prejudices, migration, immigration,
exclusion, diversity, integration, …etc – not in academic way but bringing experiences and
considerations in front (real life , personal stories, concrete experiences) .

Key Aim
To develop a learning opportunity where a group of participants via film watching and
active participation methods will proceed in self assessment of their intercultural
consciousness and practice, part of active citizenship consciousness;
topics to be discussed : ‘the social role of the media’.
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Cyclisis film viewing
The main scope of FW is to transfer the message that Discrimination is an every day experience
multiple expressed, to all the social circumstances (personal, professional, learning relations, etc), fact
works as obstacle for mutual trust.
The workshops being organized consist an ambitious step for team and personal self-awareness
in a social context where the identities are fluid and in change. The FW are part of a series of learning
initiatives targeting intercultural awareness in local level through the identification of what intercultural
awareness means by reflecting on a variety of references (academic, practice, daily circumstances,
media, marginality).
“…There is a variety (diversity) of ideas, interpretations, approaches and experiences as many as
the persons involved or not actively, and this is a serious step for self reflection for all of us involved to
make an experiment of how people built their perceptions upon the Other…” as one of the participants
refers .
And another states that “…the workshops work as a challenge to think in concrete about human
relationships, obstacles and possibilities … but most of all to put your self in parallel situation – searching
for job, feeling useless, being aggressive and need to control disappointment. It’s an internal process
personal and collective at the same time as you are facing personal fears through the truth of the
Other…”.
Academic teachers, teachers and educators from all types of education, civil activists, vocational
trainers, volunteers and members of local minority communities, local servants, doctors, find ways for
mutual understanding through indirect and direct methods in order to become “richer” in meeting the
Otherness.

How do they work?
The FW meet for 45-minutes sessions, and the outcomes of each one are reported to the end (a
DVD is given to each one of the partners involved and be videotaped). They are grouped around and
focus on the specific areas of interest represented by each film/ documentary: following is the outline of
the FW that are currently in use but we welcome feedback and suggestions for improvement from
participants.
FW – Phase 1 (15 minutes): Who are we;
FW – Phase 2 (45 minutes): film watching;
FW – Phase 3 (45 minutes): discussions and productive results.
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Means and resources
1. Each FW has a facilitator. Each one of the individuals participates equally and
carries his/her personal stories to share it with others.
2. Films with direct and indirect relationship to the field of discussion.
3. Tools for reflection:
a) A self- presentation text – 1 open question
b) A tool concerning multiple choice questions directly relevant to the film provided.
Purpose: Active participation of each one in team process development in order to:
Attitudes expression, active listening, interest for the issue
c) A table 2m x 1m to work as basis for artistic expressions (colours,…)
d) A video camera
e) Large sheets of plain paper

The Role of the Facilitator
The facilitator must be comfortable with the process of thinking “out of the box” and embracing
multiple and diverse scenarios. The process is one of creating a kind of collective views and
interpretations around the film. The facilitator should promote a conversation which is open to
possibilities and new lines of reflection and practice. They should embody a spirit of openness to new
empirical perceptions via experimental paths.
The facilitator is required to keep a public record of the main discussion points on large sheets
of plain paper. These may be displayed on the walls of the learning space of the FW. These points need
to be summarized for the end (coordinator who will make in a 15-minute presentation the closing
phase). The facilitator is also asked to write a report for the FW which provides an overview of the
deliberations of the FW (this is to be sent to all participants as soon as possible after the event).
What do we know about the media?”2 a kind of brainstorming can be used. - Personal
experiences, ideas concerning the media can be collected and classified by using this method. This can
happen orally, when the moderator records what has been said, and then the ideas are grouped in a
discussion aimed at consensus. Another method is when personal ideas and opinions are written on a
smaller post-it, which are stuck on the wall or a board and the post-its are grouped by the participants
according to their own logic. At the end of the activity the common ideas and thoughts about the media
can be summarized.

2

( by Peter Singer)
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a) Feedback from participants (FILM: ‘it’s a free world’)
About film itself “…too hard, realistic,...I’m socked…. Discrimination works as
domino…society is a jungle ….laws don’t work … what about the ‘normal’ people???;
impressions about;
aesthetic aspect (photo, direction, acting, ..);
cognitive (recruitment practices, interculturality, legal/illegal migration, …);
emotional (being aware about discrimination , no working laws, gender discrimination,
poverty, human harassment,….).

b) Film viewing, by the Youth team of Cyclicis
Reporter: Angeliki Giannakopoulou
As members of the youth team (between the ages of 15-18) of cyclises we decided to see the
film “Slumdog millionaire” within the “View and Act” project. We chose this film because it appeared
really odd how a film that deals with these points (http://www.slumdogmillionairemovie.co.uk/) can
have such a huge success!
First of all we concentrated as a team of six persons to see the movie. As a movie, at first, it
helped us to discover the dark side of the beautiful country of India and informed us about its people!
Secondly it had a splendid scenario and a perfectly realistic and artistic direction .After the
projection we set the themes of the movie in 7 bullets:
Young age exploitation
Young age criminality
Dreadful conditions of living
Poverty
Mafia issues
Social racism
Bigotry
The power of will
It is clearly that this kind of problems are not so widespread in Greece as in India but we decided
even in our country never again ignore, as we say in Greece, the “traffic lights’ children” (ta paidia twn
fanariwn) but also do not help the exploitation system ‘behind’ them! So we could provide our help to
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them by either buying them something to eat or something that could meliorate their lives even the
minimum!
Finally we reached the conclusion that film education would, without a doubt, be a very
fruiting educational technique as it helps us concentrate to the film’s hypothesis and learn easily and
pleasantly!

2.2. GERMANY: CREATING FILM BEYOND THE FILM
According to Guy Debord ‘The spectacle is not a collection of images; it is a social relation
between people that is mediated by images. Understood in its totality, the spectacle is both the result
and the project of the dominant mode of production. It is not a mere decoration added to the real world..
It is the omnipresent affirmation of the choices that have already been made in the sphere of production
and in the consumption implied by that production…. The social practice confronted by an autonomous
spectacle is at the same time the real totality which contains that spectacle. But the split within this
totality mutilates it to the point that the spectacle seems to be its goal”
Based on the words of the great cinematographer, the ‘View n Act‘ partnership - under the
coordination of Georg May (PROJECTWERKSTATTUE –DE ) - proceed in producing its own sense of
experiencing intercultural cooperation through film viewing .
One should walk along the two options on continuing the real of the ‘unreal’ and reflecting upon
intercultural dialogue in every day life.

a) Movie Producer Manual (see annexes for further information)
Directory:
1.

Creating a story

2.

Storyboard

3.

Shot sizes

4.

Screen Layout

5.

Light settings

6.

Sound settings

7.

Interview

8.

Camera legend

b) See two films (YOU TUBE) produced under the direction of Georg May and His team
[Projektwerkstattue.De]
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1.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGzLVdFtino

2.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxzrMNbny-4&feature=related

2.3. ITALY: CREATIVE THINKING TOOL IN FILM WATCHING
CESIE is engaged in the promotion of cultural, formative, scientific and economic development
at both local and international levels. Its aims include serving as a bridge between research and the
implementation of knowledge, by working as and with research institutions, social partners and their
beneficiaries.
The methodologies used by CESIE include Creative Thinking and the Maieutic Reciprocal
Approach, developed by Danilo Dolci during the 50’s.
Currently, CESIE is developing two main projects based on the application and promotion of
Creative Thinking tools, even if it is a transversal methodology in the majority of its projects. One is a
LLP- Leonardo da Vinci Transfer of Innovation project “Handmade Creative Thinking”, which is engaged
on the transfer of an innovative method of education for children using Creative Thinking and art (“The
Capture System”) developed by our partner in UK. The transfer will be geographical, intergenerational
and between sectors (from the educational sector with children aged from 3 to 6, to the craft field and
vocational and educational training for adults). The other project is a Europe for Citizens 1.2.2 “Creative
Intercultural Twinning” that aims at developing competences on those organisations working at a local
level with the City Councils to promote new town twinning relations and projects. The transfer of
competences includes Creative Thinking.

Creative Thinking tool
For film projection sessions, CESIE proposes to stimulate Creative Thinking before and after
watching the film. For that, CESIE is based on the Six Thinking Hats® of Dr. Edward De Bono
(www.debonothinkingsystems.com/tools/6hats.htm).
BEFORE THE FILM creating the right atmosphere to watch the film and enhance the interest
by participants on it.
White Hat
What do we know about this film? What do we know about the topic of the film?
Which other films do you know that are based on the same arguments?
Have you ever seen another film from the same director?
Red Hat (in one-two words, not justification needed)
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How do you feel about being here to watch a film?
Yellow Hat (justifications needed)
Which are the main positive points of the topic of the film (for example, in your
country)?
What is the advantage of this topic?
Black hat (justifications needed)
Which are the main challenges/risks/things to be careful with in relation with the topic
of the film?
Green hat (not justification needed)
Which possibilities could exist to solve the challenges/risks/things to be careful with in
relation to the topic of the film?
How else do you imagine solving the conflicts or challenges?

Results: For example, if it is a documentary of a film about a real conflict in a country/in the
world that it is well known by all, this question will make them reflect on how they think to solve the
conflict before watching the film and having a new point of view. It will open their mind to new
possibilities.
AFTER THE FILM creating a debate, following the sequence of the hats and notice the changes
on participants about their perception on the topic. It will permit to analyse the different factors of the
film and to allow them to imagine the continuation of the story, or the solution of any challenge or
conflict showed during the film, fostering their active participation and citizenship.
White Hat
What is the film about? Which are the main characters of the film?
Red Hat (in one- two words, not justification needed)
How do you feel after watching it? (in one- two words, not justification needed)
Yellow Hat (justifications needed)
Which are the main positive things occurred in the film?
Which are the characters who have more benefits?
Black Hat (justifications needed)
Which are the main conflicts/challenges showed by the film?
Which are the difficulties faced by the main characters?
Green Hat (not justification needed)
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How would you do to change/improve the situation? Which possibilities could exist?
How do you think that the film would continue?
What would you do if you were one of the main characters?
End of the session.

Comments about
The field of application was the immigration, approached by a film. The whole process worked in
the basis of he tools (see Annexes) the partners produced to frame the film seminars.
The readers can see the tool functioning as possible ‘roadmap’ for the effective implementation
of the seminar.

Objectives:
1. Visible:
a) To know an aspect of immigration in England.
b) To reflect together about this subject.
c) To tell our experiences to the others.
d) To exchange opinions about the situation of migrant people.
e) To think about how to resolve the kind of problems showed in the film.
2. Invisible:
a) To create a possibility to view a film together.
b) To use the film as the start point to know each others and to share our experiences and
opinions.
c) To enrich ourselves thank to an intercultural experience.
d) To know the local situation of migration.
e) To compare other situations about migration.

Participant‘s expectations:
To watch a film about migration, but from the point of view of the migrant people (not from the
point of view of a woman who manages an illegal enterprise to look for jobs for immigrants).

Discussion topics:
Different immigrant‘s situations in Palermo, migration as a general issue, exploitation, work,
social/economic problems before and after migrate, learning the country, vulnerability, self-experiences.
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Open discussion and reflections:
The film reflects a daily reality: to take people from different countries, promising home and work
and then they are exploited- Italian participant.
Very touching – the girl entered into that world. She had expectations, what she wanted to do and to
think about her future. She made a mistake, she shouldn’t have done it like that - Italian participant.
Depends about the country from which you come. Today people are not treated like this - Romanian
participant.
Italian reality – people who arrive with the boats. Who follow this same road. In Palermo, there is a
place like this. You realise it is not a place where people go to meet or to interact. It is a place of
trafficking. The person who finds the work for them asks for the money. It is like this, it has not
changed - Italian participant.
Changing realities, abilities- a teacher becomes a housekeeper. There is low percentage who manage
to realise what they expect – Italian participant.
I never seen this – Romanian participant.
I arrived on a boat. If you arrive and you know what you need to do, then you will not be exploited –
Morocco participant.
Before, it could have been like. That they took your documents. That they give you work, however
you have to pay. Because you do not live like that. One will keep quiet, one will talk – Romanian
participant.
Each one has a characteristic, it depends what country you come from – English participant.
Immigration has become a business. There is exploitation. It is all organised and people receive a
pizzo – Moroccan participant.
Difference, legal and illegal. Even if people have documents, it does not change anything. People take
advantage, even the police. You wait in a queue and people pass in front due to money. In the film
there are people who take advantage. To pass by here there is another mafia. When people arrive
here they do find the reality that they expect – Moroccan participant.
It is a business – Italian participant.
It gave a good idea. In this Free World, make a reference to the global economy that takes
everything. The east of Europe and new channels of exploitation. It is a vicious circle, a women
decides to change her life by exploiting other people. It is a criticism of the world in which we live.
The comparison with the different generations. The internal reflections of the family. The exchange
with the Polish boy. The free world was what he wanted to return to – Italian participant.
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The Polish boy, it made realise that we are slaves – Romanian participant.
Situations in Palermo are different. There is precarious work and situations in which you can trust
someone who will help you – Italian participant.
The boss who managed to not pay taxes. To not have a passport helped them – Moroccan
participant.
The circle was complete. What is the fine line between right and wrong? Help your son and put him
in trouble – Italian participant.
This situation has happened here. Approached by an agency to do training courses. Legalised
exploitation – Italian participant.
I felt angry. They were in a situation of extreme exploitation. For example, when they closed the vans
by squeezing the people in – Italian participant.

Evaluation stage
What? We evaluated what kind of thoughts they had after seeing the movie. Also, how a film
can be a pedagogical tool used with them. It becomes a pedagogical tool if it’s able to make in them new
reflections and give them the possibility to confront ideas and to share experiences.
When? After the film we did a discussion where each one expressed their feelings and opinions
about it.

“After one week we met again and we continued to talk about these issues. The only thing that
had change was that participants carried out the awareness that in Palermo as in other countries there
are many different conditions of immigration. For example, someone who is very desperate, who leave
the poverty of its own country and has hope to find a job, money, the possibility to live without worries,
could fall in situations as the ones described in the film. In the other case, some participants believed that
if immigrants know what is the real situation in the hosting country, they will never fall in this kind of
exploitation”
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2.4. SPAIN: FILM WATCHING EXPERIENCE
According to Julio Jimenez, responsible for the project ‘View n Act‘ development in ES – CECE
Granada, FILM Education takes part in Spain annually through the “ Il Jornadas de cine y education”
• Providing a platform about people interested in the relationship Cinema and
Education.
• Providing knowledge on the topics covered in each film, giving in-depth
knowledge facts and context.
• Show participants to use specific examples of teaching in some movies and
cinema in general.
• Encouraging the love of cinema as a form of recreation and cultural and
intellectual development.

The films proposed to analyze social problems of our country, region and the world, aiming at
strengthening the opportunities for reflection, tolerance and respect in the community about some of
the main problems.
According to Mr Julio Jimenez, “Our intention is to “Knowing through film historical, social,
characters and socio-cultural contexts, to learn, analyze, understand and put into their problems and
viewpoints… And raise awareness among the students off the demonstrations as aesthetic cinema,
which leads them to establish it as an alternative to the use of free time, as well as alternative spaces for
socialization, interaction and reflection. Leave behind the isolation between education and everyday
life; media are resources that contribute to this goal. Reflect on the values, attitudes and skills of social
interaction, such as respect for cultural and ethnic diversity.

The use of film as an educational resource provides contact between students and
with aspects of reality in a more direct and daily while offering the unique
opportunity to work with one type of material related to recreation and leisure.
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Topics for discussion:
analysis of vocabulary and idiomatic expressions, the youth language;
family relations: positive relationships (understanding and love) / / relationship conflict
(violence, abuse);
friends;
the value of friendship;
the gang;
the transition from childhood to adolescence;
the role of schools in the conflict;
the sense of "justice": Is it fair justice?;
cultural elements: Gaming / school / neighbourhood / housing / forms of life;
references about this movie: Specific issues discussed
1.

Informal Biography

2.

Filmography as director

3.

Filmography as actor

4.

Filmography as writer.

2.5. LATVIA: FILM WATCHING EXPERIENCE
Case study Part 1
In the framework of VIEW n’ ACT Project there was organized a seminar which was devoted for
film education topic. The seminar was organized by VIEW n’ ACT partner in Latvia – Eurofortis Ltd. on
March 16, year 2009 with 9 attendants in total. It was our first film watching evening. The aim of the
seminar was to introduce public with film education topic. In order to achieve the goal, following
groundwork was carried out:
1.

selection of seminar attendants;

2.

selection of video material – a film by Ken Loach – It's a Free World;

3.

setting up a structure of seminar.

It's a Free World as an educational material for the seminar was chosen in order to get to know
what is reaction and attitude of Latvia’s inhabitants to job seeking abroad. Emigration is an important
issue in Latvia. A lot of Latvians seek jobs in UK too. The film introduces with abuse of employees and
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different problems they encounter while looking for a job. It shows an unpleasant experience of these
people.

The film is about Angie, a young woman frustrated after being fired from her thirtieth dead-end
job, decides to set up a recruitment agency of her own, running it from her kitchen with her friend and
flatmate Rose. Angie is able to build a successful business, while also dealing with a neglected son who
gets in trouble at school and parents who disapprove of her venture. She has also to face dishonest
employers and angry immigrants.

The film arises such social topics as immigration and family problems, social responsibility and
other. To facilitate discussion we used questionnaires before and after film.

Examples of the feedback:
“the film was depressing”
“how naive people can be”
“people should not trust strangers”
“how far people can go in gaining money”
“what hopeless people who lost everything can do”
“the employer and the recruitment agency should take responsibility for making all
employee’s papers official”
“illegal workers should not be supported; though the reason of this problem should be
determined and it should be resolved”
“immigrants face different culture, language difficulties and of disapproval the country’s
inhabitants abroad”

The participants were thankful for the given opportunity to take an active part in such kind of
completely non-formal though still education seminar. None of them had real experience in film
education, however, they admitted it to be very interesting, personal skills developing and innovative.
Most of the participants expressed strong willingness to take part in other future film seminars
organized by Eurofortis Ltd.
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Case study Part 2
The second seminar was organized on January 26, year 2010 with 12 attendants in total. The
aim of the seminar was to continue introducing public with film education topic. In order to achieve the
goal, following the same groundwork was carried out:
1. selection of seminar attendants;
2. selection of video material – a film by Ken Loach – Ae Fond Kiss (Just a Kiss);
3. setting up a structure of seminar.

Ae Fond Kiss as an educational material for the seminar was chosen in order to compare the
reaction and opinion of audience in Latvia and in Germany, where during the Project meeting in
Hannover the same film had been selected and used as the educational material.
The film seminar was divided in 3 main parts:
introduction with the topic of the film and pre-discussion;
film watching;
post-discussion, questionnaire, conclusions, doubts.
During the first part of the seminar, Eurofortis team briefly introduced the audience with the
outline of the film as well as the main issues encountered during the film. The participants were asked
to express their opinion and exchange their knowledge regarding topics to be presented in the film. Just
after the film the participants were kindly asked to answer to several questions in a questionnaire.
(Have you ever faced with any issues related to communication between different cultures and
ethnics? If yes, what kind of? What is your attitude to foreigners living or expected to live in your
country? Why? Are there different ethnic or cultural representatives among your acquaintances? What is
the attitude of society to that kind of people in your country? Has it changed during years?).
The final discussion begun with idea sharing on what is the attitude regarding just seen issues in
the film. The most surprising to participants was the attitude of priest – being demanding, acting like
almighty, though not behaving exemplarily. Participants were asked to express their opinion on how
would they end/continue the movie – would the couple stay together or part. The opinions were
various, though all agreed that in such case one person should accept others culture while leaving
his/her culture at a side. After the discussion Eurofortis team presented videos which were done by
VIEW n’ ACT team during the project meeting in Hannover, Germany, August 2009.
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3. SHORT RESEARCH „ADULT EDUCATORS ATTITUDE TOWARDS
FILM AS PEDAGOGICAL TOOL”
PARTICIPANTS:
1. Teachers
2. Educators and trainers from all the partners institution and beyond

The referred investigation reflects the opinions of practitioner‘s researchers. Meaning, the
people involved in the process of the Film Application ‘View n Act‘ themselves. The partners, together
with their colleagues developed a simple tool in order to ‘map’ in such a way , what as practitioners in
non –formal adult learning carry from own experience in the respected field and how / or what the like
to share as experience and reflective basis to the broader community of lifelong learning .

3.1. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

Table 1: respondents / country partner
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Table 2: respondents / age

Table 3: respondents/ sex
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Table 4: table per years in AE

Table 5: professional status
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Table 6: participation in TtT course

Table 7: respondents who apply audiovisual in education (film, etc)
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Table 8:What kind of audiovisual (meaning films) prefer mostly

The persons participated in the workshops – educators and facilitators – gave interesting
feedback according to their experience on the topic.
Below indicated answers frame basically the attitudes towards Film as pedagogical tool. The
questionnaire works as tool for ‘assessing’ the emergence on using Film in Adult leaning methodology.

Critical elaboration of the answers
Cinema constitutes an indispensable element of everyday life, as watching television or going to
the movies is one of our most common and popular activities. However, the moving image has not been
applied yet as a teaching medium in the teaching act. One can find elements of popular culture in fiction
films as well as in documentary films. Such films can be transformed into drastic teaching aids.
According to our respondents, in order to organize a ‘film viewing’ experience in a creative way,
multiple approaches could be emerged so that the initiator / facilitator / animator should have
developed specific skills and attitudes.
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Answers to questions given:
1.

What is your personal opinion about the application of Audio Visual means in Adult Education
(e.g. learning motivation, active participation, basis for dialogue, other…)?

Italy
Audio visual means are very good tools to promote learning, can give the possibility to reflect on
themes that generally the people don’t reflect ; these means can make a context to sharing ideas,
improving dialogue and communication between participants.
It’s a good application for a lot of reasons.
The audio visual is very good statement for adult education because it reflects the reality.
I think it could be a useful tool in the field of education, because the audio visual uses a common
language that is known by the citizens of our societies and it could improve the youth and adult
attention and participation.
Optimal basis for the dialogue and stimulates to think.
The audiovisual means give the possibility to transmit not only knowledge and competences, but also
to deep in contents particularly difficult or sensitive.
Variety. Active participation, enhancement of the point of view of the learner.
The audio-visual tool is the narrative summary of the appearance/ verbal/ written and illustrated; the
combination of different “narrative systems”, combined with the story of an event, the power of
images and their meaning, the emotions that they may provoke in the viewer, the possibility to
“read” literature through films, the processes of empathy and immediate identification, discussion
and reflection following are some of the interesting things that I believe make the audiovisual media
in general learning tool.
I have applied this kind of methodology and I think that is very motivating and able to stimulate the
lateral and complex thinking.
They are very useful for the learning and for the activation of the attention and participation of the
learners.
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Latvia
The use of these means makes the learning process more interesting for students. Teachers also
sometimes learn to learn together with their students.
Audio visual means can be used in any subject both as a source of information as to make a dialogue
and to activate the students. This method can be use to improve critical thinking for younger pupils.
For me it’s mostly the method how to stimulate participants, get some intense participation, new
ideas.
A better understanding of the learning material, an interesting learning way.
It makes the learning process more interesting. It can be basis for discussion about different
educational topics.
Sometimes it is needed.
It is important. It makes learning process more interesting.

Greece
Other, the lesson is being more acceptable from adults.
Basis for dialogue.
It is very important, as it provides the student interesting material.
All the senses are employed so I think it’s a valuable instrument to work with in team. Afterwards,
depending on the preparation, gives ground so different opinions to be expressed and dialogue
chance.
Films are an opportunity to share common learning experiences. Sometimes although could destroy
the motivation – especially of it is too long or too sophisticated – it needs to be carefully chosen,
direct and accessible, not to destructive. It depends of the profile of the group (That is why I believe
that it‘s important to know the group involved – age, socio-economical background, educational
background, etc).
Excellent, especially in language courses e.g. I usually take advantage of the Greek Language courses
to migrants to introduce them in Greek culture, in migration issues by viewing together a film about
Politiki Kouzina, etc.
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Germany
A good tool to support learning motivation if you use it together with production it trains a lot of
important skills and support active participation.
Yes, I think it is very important for everyone, because you can see the problems and after it you have
to think about it.
I think it’s very good and important. It’s a chance to learn things in a new way.
I think it's very important because there is the chance to transfer much information about the media.
Spain.
The impression of people is that audiovisual applications are valid only for specific subjects (history,
practical subjects, languages…).
2. What about preparation of the adult educator in order to make use of the filmography within
her/his seminar (e.g. necessary/no, specific training, skills in ICT, cinematography knowledge,
other, etc.)?

Italy
Adult educators have to analyze deeply films that they choose to use; they have to think how films
can active new reflections and thoughts.
She/he has to stimulate active participation and to be basis for dialogue.
I think that is necessary to have the basis of the use of audio visual as an educational tool, in order to
ensure a correct implementation of the seminar.
The adult educator needs a specific training about the use of the filmography.
The use o films in the training sphere could not be improvised. It is needed a preparation by the
educator so to transmit knowledge.
Essential: competences in public communication; enthusiasm; to have an operative knowledge of the
language tools and audiovisual techniques.
The adult educator needs of a specific preparation about the typology of the filmic language, the
models and instruments of didactic meditation that are useful during seminars.
I use the filmography and I have done courses and meetings to promote AIF (Italian Association of
Educators). This kind of preparation is very useful for the educators and trainers.
He/she should practice to make the students able to form a dialogue.
Learn how to use instruments to open dialogue about social problems.
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The adult educator needs a specific training about the use of the filmography. The use of films in the
training sphere could not be improvised. It is needed a preparation by the educator or trainer,
because he/she has to transmit knowledge and competences using the multimedia techniques.
Essential: competences in public communication; enthusiasm for the audiovisual (for example, to
appreciate the cinema of quality); to have an operative knowledge of the language tools and
audiovisual techniques (for example, to know how to do the shooting, etc.).

Latvia
Skills in ICT.
Cinematography knowledge. Availability of material.
Probably it is not necessary any specific training that the educator should keep.
Knowledge of accessible material.
Skills in ICT.
With specific training the educator could help the trainer more than one without such specialty.
It is necessary to know hoe to deal with the material and the dialogue afterwards.

Greece
Skills in ICT and cinematographic knowledge.
Specific training concerning cinematography and ICT skills.
There is no need of specific training.
Pre training about the alternative means of technology to support film viewing (DVD – cassette-, etc),
the role of the ‘light’, the loudness, the classroom scheme. Also the time sharing to techniques f.i.
phases, scenario arised, how to proceed further of the opinions, how to develop active conclusions
(reflections for activation).
Training on the role of media and media literacy. Why we are referred to Literacy, not just viewing
but learning to critically participate and think about.
Adult education principles are emerged as necessary in order to organize the time fruitfully. So
competent adult educators can use effectively the film in the earning process as didactic instrument.
Germany.
Skills in ICT and especially get more pedagogical training.
Context must be clear for the target group. Target group should be interested in the theme.
There is a need of specific skills (cinematography) before starting an audiovisual presentation.
The target group must be entirely prepared.
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Spain.
Teachers think when you buy a DVD with a film. All those DVDs should include specific information
about how to use for education.
3. What are the necessary competences in order to make film an appropriate pedagogical medium
(personal view)?

Italy
It is necessary to improve competences in managing a group, to active discussion about the
participants’ experiences.
Competence of education practices.
Capacity of analysis of society.
Cinematography knowledge, skills both pedagogical and practical to help dialogue.
A psycho/social and cultural base and knowledge about the specific strategies.
It is need to have knowledge in the psychologist field and basic cinematographic competences.
To know hoe to qualify the didactic objectives of the film and to know the media.
To know the film language, to be able to mediate and to give inputs that could lead into didactic
objectives the lecture and interpretation of the message.
To interpret the needs of the subject asking questions and to use the metaphor as an instrument to
learn. Also to produce images that could arouse emotions.

Latvia
Every film used in learning process should be connected to a certain topic of the learning process.
ICT basic knowledge, selection of specific material - ability to make methodological guidelines.
Creativity and cooperation with the participants.
Skills both to motivate students to use audiovisual means for learning activities and to plan structure
learning sessions.
Skills to work with audiovisual devices.
Film watching should be necessarily connected to an assignment, in order to make the watching goaloriented.
Competences-analytic skills and teacher knowledge.
Open discussion providing new ideas and asking good questions.
Knowledge, interest.
Pedagogical knowledge.
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Greece
Skills concerning the knowledge of audiovisual use.
Ability to deal with the participants.
Skills in ICT and cinematography.
Team working – leadership for learning.
Adult education principles.
Time management.
Reflection strategies (brainstorming, learning cycle techniques, open space methodology).
Reaching consensus and metacognitive skills: keep the interest active and motivate their active
participation beyond film viewing: learning for change So special methodology in order to develop
strong and critical experience within viewing and discussing afterwards.
Germany.
To know about film production and emotional structure of films.
Interesting, not difficult to understand, perhaps emotional.
The figures have to be like normal people  everyday life near to their own life  critical.
The facts must be interesting and touch the viewer.

Spain
Teachers think that before the projection of the film in the classroom the teachers should have
watched the film before to help the discussion with some comments.
4. What about the criteria in order to choose the appropriate film for the aim of your seminar (e.g.
needs of target group, language, concept, contemporary, duration, etc.)?

Italy
1. to individuate needs of target group
2. the film mustn’t be long to keep the attention of the group
3. understandable language
To identify the needs of the target group.
1. concept
2. needs of target group
3. reality, social problems
4. analysis of case
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Needs of the target group and concepts.
None.
It fully depends on the target group and the objectives of the seminar.
To take into consideration the needs of the target group the language, the didactic setting, the
duration and the context.
Concept and quality. To have harmony with the context.

Latvia
1. adequacy on given topic
2. quality
3. modernity
Connection to the real life and the age of the students. Also quality!
Team work following the needs of the students.
1. the age of the target group
2. the needs of the target group
3. conception and goal of the learning session
4. the degree of difficultness of the language, quality, duration, contemporariness (especially for
adolescents)
The needs of the group of students, contemporariness and duration.
Connection to real life, correspondence to the age of the students.
Appropriate for the age and educational lever of the participants.
Context of the film, age of the group.
Language, interests of target group.
Actuality, connection to the real life, social meaningfulness.

Greece
Duration, needs of target group.
Concept and the needs of the participants.
Needs of target group concerning the age and the social place.
Identification of the aim: what are the expectations? What is all this about? What the connection
with personal / collective interest? What is the educational background of the participants? What is
the language they understand?
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Germany
Target group needs – context of the film.
The language must be clear so that more people can follow.
Compatible language, logical concept, emotional, interesting.
In my opinion a good educational film has to be for everyone; there must be different levels like
political, emotional aspects etc.

Spain
1. target group
2. subject
3. duration
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4. ANNEXES
4.1. MOVIE PRODUCER MANUAL
(Author: Projektwerkstatt Umwelt und Entwicklung, Germany)

Directory:
1. Creating a story
2. Storyboard
3. Shot sizes
4. Screen Layout
5. Light settings
6. Sound settings
7. Interview
8. Camera legend

1. To create a story
The main character is the centre of the story (could be humans, animals, groups, institutions,
places, phenomenon, things, abstracts). There should always be just one main character.
The main character is provided with characteristic attributes. The more they bunch out the
audience appreciates the character in an emotional way. Only the attributes which contribute to thrills
are important.
The audience must know the acting-motive of the character. This pre-condition for them is
being interested in the story. Also common acting-motives produce interest.
A challenge is a motive to act (e.g. Interruption of daily routine, problem, conflict, enemy). They
produce an external action-focussed story or a story of internal development. In a long story there could
be several challenges.
At the end of the story the main character (or rather its attributes) has changed, passed the
challenge or disappeared in it.
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Secondary characters sharpen the focus of the audience on the main character. They have a
negative or positive connection to the main character. Also secondary characters have attributes and an
acting-motive.
The main location should have filmic appeal.

2. Storyboard
A storyboard is like a plan of the later filming. In it you write down the statement, shot size,
perspective and draw the shot of the beginning and the end of each scene.

3. Shot Sizes
The picture cutting operates the concentration of the audience because of this close ups and
long shots have a special impact.

Very Long Shot

Long Shot
Medium Long Shot

Medium Shot

Medium Close Up

Close Up
Big Close Up

Extreme Close Up

Shows a landscape, the outside of a building- an
exterior.
Also called ,,establishing'' shot because it shows
the audience where the scene plays.
Shows an entire object or a human figure. Is used
to insert the audience to the location of the scene
(Place, Weather, Time).
Shows also entire objects or human figures but in
a smaller screen.
Shows a person for example up from its knees.
Used show the gesture of figures. Often used in
Western Movies to show Cowboys with their
guns.
Shot from medium distance to show figures from
the head to their hip. Complies with the natural
view of humans because of this it’s often used for
dialogue scenes.
Shows the head with a part of the shoulders of a
figure. Is used to show a figures facial expression
and feelings in its development.
Shows the face of a figure to catch the emotions
of it.
Shows just a small part of the whole picture like
the eyes or the mouth of a figure. The intensive
effect of this picture mediated intimacy or
rejection.

Simplicity, clarity and order are precondition for good and interesting pictures, here some tips:
move the camera only if necessary;
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principally produce effect by perspective and motive;
not just film from ,,eye-height'' - different perspective are more interesting;
clarify proportions;
avoid too much pans and zooms;
pans as possible without bucking and not longer than 7 seconds;
tripod tightens the view/picture.

4. Screen Layout:

In every screen it’s important to make the seen pictures with a planned setting more interesting.
For this you should use the scheme above. The points where the lines meet symbolize locations of the
screen in which persons, objects and other things seem more interesting.
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In this picture a person ,,hits'' two left crossing points. The space on the right side of the person
is free for associations of the audience. This setting would have the biggest effect if the person would for
example look, walk or point to right, to the open space.

Screen layout for an interview:

For an interview it’s important that you don't cut the interviewed person with the right, left and
top end of the screen. It has to be space between the person and the frame.
You have two opportunities to place the interviewed person and the interviewer.
The interviewed person sits on the left side of the screen and the interviewer on the
right side beside the camera (normally you don't want to see the interviewer). The
interviewer has to sit on the right beside the camera because than the interviewed
person looks to the right in the open space of the screen.
The interviewed person sits on the right side of the screen and the interviewer on the
left beside the camera.
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Version 1: The interviewed person on the left side looking to right

5. Light settings
The most spectacular shoots are unsightly if you can't catch them by eyes because of lacking
light. Even if you film outside you should check the light conditions. For example an occurring twilight
could harm good pictures.
To fit the light conditions at first you have to check out if you can change the lighting of the
location or object.
If you want to light an object or human for example in a room it’s not necessary to light them
directly. You can also light the wall in the back of them. This will absorb the light a little bit and the
object or human is not too bright.
If you want to film outside it can be enough to film at another time of day to get the right
lighting.
Everything you can't change like this you have to fit by using the cameras settings.
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6. Sound settings
Original Sound:
the ambience sounds can be recorded by the internal microphone of the camera;
interviews or special sounds should be recorded by a directional microphone to avoid
ambience sounds on what is important;
at the cutting you can combine both sound tracks in different volumes (for example low
ambience and loud voice of an interviewed person).

Comment Sound:
The comment is important to tell the audience facts about the seen which they can't get out of
the film. Examples: When did the seen happen? Who do you see? Eventually own rating of what
happened.

Some tips for a comment:
decide if the original sound should be heard or rather how loud;
don't speak to slow;
keep your eyes on the important facts.

7. Making an Interview
An interview is a directed kind of asking to get information from chosen or optional people and
maybe to get special knowledge of them.

Steps to make an interview:
1. Arranging an meeting
(arrange it early, catch a confirmation, being to early a the meeting place)
2. Preparation of content
(Interviewing person defines the course of the conversation, note the most important
questions, react on answers)
3. Working-technical-preparation
(Recorder, admission to record the interview)
4. Accommodation of the interviewed
(present the cause of the interview, furnish the interviewed the log of the interview and
ask for admission to use it)
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5. Atmosphere
(don't rate the answers, don't get emotional or provocative)
6. open questions
(ask open questions this will advance the chance to get more details)
7. useless questions
(don't ask useless questions like ,,why'')
8. dig deeper
(if you didn't understand the answer well ask again to get more explanation)
9. be flexible and active
(don't just ask prepared questions, listen to the answers and think about new ones)
10. conclusion
(summing-up of course and findings, thank the interviewed, avoid negative ratings)
11. post processing
(hear/read log several times, eventually re-think the concept, check facts and
statements)

Types of questions:
Closed questions:
are questions you can answer by saying yes or no or with short facts;
are good to slow down people with long too long answers;
examples: Are you married? How much children do you got?

Open questions:
are worded in a kind that afford longer answers;
examples: Why did you marry? How did you experience the birth of your children?
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8. Camera button and switch legend

FOCUS-switch

ND-FILTER-switch

GAIN-switch

WHITE BAL-switch

SHUTTER SPEED SEL

ZEBRA

IRIS-dial
IRIS-button

CAMERA/VCR button

In general the focus is used for changing the
distance of the seen screen in your camera. You
can choose between automatic or manual
focussing.
The nd-filter is used to change the light quantity of
your camera (reduction). You have three settings
to choose.
off
1/8
The light quantity is reduced to about one
eighth.
1/64 The light quantity is reduced to about sixty
fourth.
The gain could be explained as the opposite of the
nd-filter. It is used to light a dark screen. You have
also three settings to choose.
l
normal setting – no gain active
m
gain boosted to 6 db
h
gain boosted to 12 db
The white bal switch is used to set the white
balance easier to bring the colours/light in a
correct relation.
You have 4 opportunities to choose:
A
free space to save own w.b.setting
B
free space to save own w.b.setting
PRST a general w.b. preset
In front of the camera you find the AWB button
which is used to make an manual w.b.
The shutter speed select button or switch is used
to change the exposure time. You can change from
1/50s to 1/16000s. So if you want to film fast
moving objects you need a longer exposure time
to get good pictures.
If you activate the zebra mode by pushing the
button everything seen on screen which is defined
by the camera as white gets zebra like hachures.
The Iris dial is used to change the opening of the
lens.
A bigger opening means more brightness.
If you press the iris button the camera changes
between automatic and manual iris-setting.
Pushing the camera/vcr button changes the
operation mode. If you want to film you have to
choose the camera mode. If you want to check the
your material on tape or card you have to choose
the vcr mode. There you can watch your material.
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4.2. “VIEW N' ACT” IN HANOVER
27.08.2009 – 28.08.2009
The event “View n' act” started at the 27.08.2009 for the first time in Hanover. All the
attendants had met at 5 p.m. Of Thursday the 27.08.2009 in the conference room of the
“Projektwerkstatt Umwelt und Entwicklung e.V.” in Hanover.
One can count 18 attendants and they come from different countries like Germany, Italy, Spain,
Greece and Latvia. In the beginning all attendants get to know each other and after some time the
conductors present the plan for the next days. The aim of this event is getting better knowledge of using
cameras and to achieve this aim quicker, the conductors divided the whole group in half, to work more
efficient.
These smaller groups, called Workshops, were prepared by the conductors Meike Schmär and
Sina Diekmann (they do there voluntary environmental service). The first production step was to get first
impressions with cameras by using easy camera material and learning about handle a camera. After this
the whole group watched the movie “Just A Kiss” at 6.30 p.m.
The movie deals with a blonde catholic and a Pakistani who were fallen in love. The problem is
that the Pakistani family promised their son already to other family. The main statement of the move is
the conflict between comprehension of Muslim family and there coherence and the valuation of the
individual in the western civilization. This culture clash is a hard challenge for the protagonists and the
movie has an open end.
After this movie, the whole attendants finished the day with a nice German dinner in the
restaurant `Gasthaus Meyer`.
The next day started at 10 a.m. in the conference room of the “Projektwerkstatt Umwelt und
Entwicklung e.V.”. The Workshops are able to handle a camera now and there next exercise is: 'Create a
Ending of “Just A Kiss”'.
The Workshops started with collecting ideas in a mind map on a Flipchart and they should tend
to the central questions:
How could the movie end in a authentic way?
How could this ending look like?
The conductors helped the workshops with general knowledge about 'How shall I write a
script?', so that the attendants are able to write a script.
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During the next time the workshops were working on there script and they finished them at
12.30 a.m., because at 12.30 a.m. all the attendants were going to the subway and were driving to the
Herrenhäuser Gardens. The whole event-members were enjoying Hanover and they saw special and
beautiful things like the Barock Gardens or the Cave of the artist Niki de Saint Phalle.
Although all attendants liked these things, we had to stop running around at 2 p.m. and find a
nice place for lunch. We choose the castle-kitchen directly in the Herrenhäuser Gardes and enjoy nice
food.
We all came back at 3 p.m. To the 'Projektwerkstatt' and started to work on our movies. The
groups were working autonomous and they were using there cameras in the whole house and the area
around the 'Projektwerkstatt'.
The results were two movies and we all were watching them at 6 p.m. These two films were
kind of different but the positive aspect was the new topics of conversation.

The movie of Meike Schmärs workshop deals with...

The movie of Sina Diekmann workshop deals with...

Result of Sina Diekmann's workshop was that the couple after seven month attends the family
of the Pakistani. The girlfriend Rosin is pregnant in 7th month. A short conversation with the mother
takes place. She thinks that they should leave because they want to marry each other and have the need
to get the blessing of the family. But before Casim and Rosin could leave the house the angry father
approaches. A confrontation between the father and his son Casim comes up. The mother and Rosin
leave before this. After Casim has explained the cause of his coming back his father asks him to leave the
house. Shortly after this pregnant Rosin enters the trying to talk to the father after a short exchange of
looks it seems as if the father could cotton up with it.
The workshop of Meike Schmär had a similar idea.
You see Casim and Rosin at their wedding.
Two years later the ,,small - family'' of Casim and Rosin who have a child in this time are
attending the family of Casim. It's a big pleasure for the mother and after the father of Casim sees his
grandchild he is also happy to see his son again. After having cake and coffee together they decide to
meet themselves more often in future.
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4.3. ROAD MAP ON FILM VIEWING
(DEVELOPED BY CYCLISIS)

4.3.1. Suggestion on How to proceed in organizing the film workshop
Prerequisites:
1. adult education : basic principles on how adults learn
2. practical and conceptual reference on new technology and image power
3. film as pedagogical tool: limitations – if any (discussion with the participants)

Film as pedagogical tool for adult learners:
Stages of application
1. PREPARATION STAGE (IDENTIFYING)
Thematic orientation
Objectives

Target group

Learning subject

Visible
Invisible
No objectives – non directive method
Film selection
Type

Duration
10-15`

30`

Background

Comments

Production

Comments

Client

Comments

45`
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Tehnical characteristics

Comments

Place of implementation

Infrastructure

2. APPLICATION STAGE – MAIN PHASE [WATCHING AND DISCUSSING (FIRST
REFLECTIONS)]
Participants expectations
Information package about film
Discussion topics
Aesthetic (colours, photos, etc.)
Emotional
Levels of impressions

Cognitive
New apperceptions

3. EVALUATION STAGE (REFLECTING AND PRACTICING)
What methods were used for the evaluation?

When was the evaluation done?
Directly

After break

After one week –
meeting/questionnaire to be sent

Practicing: put in action/change in habits, art creations, role play, etc.
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4.4. FILM EDUCATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP
QUESTIONNAIRE
(DEVELOPED BY CYCLISIS)
AIM: To identify the attitudes of adult educators respecting film as pedagogical tool

Personal information
Name ……………………………………………………….
Country ……………………………………………………
Professional status ………………………………….
Subject of expertise ………………………………..
Type of organization ……………………………….
Place of origin …………………………………………
Age …………………………………………………………
Sex ………………………………………………………….

General questions
1. How long are you working in the field of Adult Education (please tick √ in accordance)
one year
up to 3 years
more than 5 years
the last 15 years
2. Did you have any kind of training course in pedagogic techniques (Train the Trainers)
yes
no

If yes, (please tick √ in accordance up to 2 answers)
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this year
the last 3 years
the last five years
periodically
in service
informally (conferences, study visits, peer observation, etc)

3. Did you have any course about the role and appropriateness of the application of Audiovisual means
in education practice (please tick √ in accordance)
yes
no
If yes, explain:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Specific questions
1. What is your personal opinion about the application of Audio Visual means in Adult Education?
(e.g. learning motivation, active participation, basis for dialogue, other ….)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2. What type of Audio Visual means you choose to apply? (please tick √ in accordance)
pre-identified as educational material
any one stimulates your seminar
historical or societal ones
other(please specify)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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3. What about preparation of the adult educator in order to make use of the filmography within
her/his seminar? (e.g. necessary/ no, specific training, skills in ICT, cinematography knowledge,
other, etc)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4. What are the necessary competences in order to make film an appropriate pedagogical medium?
(personal view)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. What about the criteria in order to choose the appropriate film for the aim of your seminar? (e.g.
needs of target group, language, concept, quality, contemporary, duration, etc)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Thank you for your cooperation!
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4.5. VIEW ‘N ACT IN PHOTOS
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